
WATER LENS MICROSCOPE 

Introduction 

We can make single lens microscopes from a 1.5L mineral water bottle.  A true round water drop can work as a 

lens to magnify the object.  Though it usually takes time to familiarise with making the water lens and focusing, 

you will find the microscope gives you fantastic magnified images. 

The power of water lens microscope is about 110 (1.5mm diameter water lens) to 80 (2.0mm diameter water lens) 

magnifications. 

 

  

 

 

Materials and tools 

A 1.5L Voltic bottle, a black permanent marker, a ruler, some toothpicks, a small water container and a good pair 

of scissors 

 

Method 

 

  
Cut 1.5L Voltic bottle transversely 

like the picture above. 

 

Trim upper and lower edges clearly. 

Only two grooves in the middle of 

the cut-outs must be remained. 

Cut them perpendicularly at two 

opposite corners.  We will have 

two L-shape pieces. 

 

 

 

  

Pick up one L-shape piece and 

adjust the shape like the drawing 

above. 

Fold the belt-shaped part like the 

drawing above to make a water lens 

tray part. 

Paint backside of the lens tray in 

black using a permanent marker.  

Leave 1.5mm diameter circle 

transparent in the middle of the 

black belt.  Hook right end of the 

tray onto the base. 

 



 

   
Turn the microscope over Place a piece of thin plant tissue 

(e.g. single cell-layered purple 

onion epidermis) right above the 

hole of black belt. 

 

Drop a drop of water on the tissue 

using a toothpick. 

   

 
 

 

Cover the tissue with 8mm x 10mm 

plain plastic sheet which can be cut 

from the same bottle. 

Turn the microscope over again.  

Then place small amount of water 

using a toothpick to make a 1.5 to 

2.0 mm diameter water lens right 

above the hole of the black belt. 

Try several times to make a true 

round drop. 

Face the water lens to your eye and 

face the bottom of the base to a 

light source.  Adjust the focus 

through pressing and releasing lens 

tray gently. 

 
 


